
 
March 30, 2020 

 

Hello EPS student (Grade 2), 

 

Keeping your head in the game is very important - even when you are not physically in your 

school building.  We’ve created packets to provide you with opportunities to enhance the skills 

you’ve been working on the past several months.   

 

Some of the work and/or questions may seem easy while others may be a bit challenging.  It is 

important to complete the lessons to the best of your ability.  We included a wide variety of 

topics and activities to keep you engaged.   

 

You can work at your own pace.  We don’t expect you to complete everything in one day.  If 

you finish the packet, our best advice is to read for pleasure.    

 

When school begins again, simply bring these packets to your teachers for review.   

 

If you need anything or have questions about the school closing, your parents can call our 

administration building at (814) 874-6000. 

 

Be sure to take care of yourself.  Get plenty of rest, eat well, and make sure you are washing 

your hands with soap and water several times a day. 

 

 

We will see you all after the break.   

 

 

 

Mr. Polito, Superintendent 

 

Mrs. Habursky, Assistant Superintendent 
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Use What You Know

Understand Two-Dimensional Shapes

Lesson 26 Introduction  172

Explore It

Sort shapes.
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Use What You Know

Understand Two-Dimensional Shapes

Introduction Lesson 26 173

Try It

Draw 3 shapes that are closed and have straight sides.



Explore Together

Understand Two-Dimensional Shapes
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How do you know the names of shapes?

triangle rectangle hexagon

Think You look at the sides and corners.

3 sides 
3 corners

4 sides 
4 square corners

6 sides 
6 corners

corner
side

                  

Talk About It

How are triangles, rectangles, and hexagons alike? 
How are they different?



Explore Together

Understand Two-Dimensional Shapes
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 Sort shapes with 4 sides and 4 corners.

Make a dot •  Describe these rectangles. 
if true.  
Make an X  
if not true.

1

Talk About It

How are these shapes alike? How are they different?

  Describe these squares.

   4 sides the same length

   4 square corners

    opposite sides the  
same length

  Describe these 
rhombuses.

   4 sides the same length

   4 square corners

    opposite sides the  
same length

2

X  4 sides the same length

• 4 square corners

•  opposite sides the same length



Connect It
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Understand Two-Dimensional Shapes

Classify Color the shapes.

triangles hexagons rectangles rhombuses 

3

Create Draw the shape named in each box.

rhombus trapezoid square

4

Evaluate Eve says this shape is a rectangle.  
Do you agree? 
Why or why not?

5



Show What I Know
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Understand Two-Dimensional Shapes
   Make the same shape in different ways.

A:  Choose a shape to draw. Circle its name.

hexagon triangle rectangle
rhombus square trapezoid

  Draw 3 of your shapes. Make each one  
different in some way.

B:  How are your shapes different? How are they alike?

6



Lesson 26 
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Understand  
Two-Dimensional Shapes Name  

Look at the Example. Then solve.

Count sides and corners.
Name the shape.

1  3 sides
3 corners

corner
side

2  4 sides
4 square corners

3  sides

corners

4  sides

corners

Example Here are some shapes you know.

triangle rectangle hexagon
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5  Color the triangle green. Color the rectangle red.
Color the hexagon yellow.

6  Color the shapes with square corners blue.

7  Circle the shape that has 6 sides and 6 corners.

8  What is the same about these two shapes? Circle.

have square corners

number of corners



Name  

Look at the Example. Then solve.

Lesson 26 
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Example 

Make a dot • if true.  Describe these rhombuses.

   4 sides

   5 corners

   all sides the same length

•
X

•

Make an X if not true.

1  Describe these squares.

2  Describe these rectangles.

   4 sides

   all sides the same length

   5 square corners

   4 sides

   opposite sides the same length

   4 square corners
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3  Describe these triangles.

4  Describe these hexagons.

5  Look at these shapes. 
Circle the ways they are alike.

4 sides

4 corners

all square corners

all sides the same length

   3 sides

   3 square corners

   3 corners

   6 sides

   6 corners

   6 square corners



Name  

Look at the Example. Then solve.

Lesson 26 
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Example Draw each shape.

trapezoid rectangletriangle

1  Create Draw each shape.

rhombus square hexagon

2  Classify Color the triangles yellow. 
Color the rectangles red. Color the hexagons blue.
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3  Analyze Cross out the shape that does not belong 
in each box.

4  Identify Circle the hexagons.

5  Evaluate Circle the reasons that this shape is a 
triangle.

It has 3 sides.

The sides are the same length. 

It has 3 corners.

It has 3 square corners.



Lesson 26A 
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Understand  
Three-Dimensional Shapes Name  

1  Draw a line to match each solid shape to a similar 
flat shape.

Example What flat shape looks similar to a cube?

squarecube

Look at the Example. Then solve.
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2  Color the solid shapes that have a square face.

3  Color the solid shapes that have a circular face.

4  Color the solid shapes that have curved surfaces.



Name  

Lesson 26A 
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1  Circle the statement that is true about both solids.

1 curved surface

2 flat faces

Example 
Circle the statement that is true about both solid shapes.

exactly 6 faces

at least 1 square face

Look at the Example. Then solve.

2  Circle the statement that is true about both solids.

6 edges

8 vertices
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3  Circle the statement that is true about both solids.

exactly 5 faces

more than 4 edges

4  Circle the statement that is true about both solids.

1 curved surface

1 flat face

5  Circle the shapes that have at least one flat face.



Name  

Lesson 26A 
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Example

Which solid shape has a curved surface and 2 faces that 
are circles?     

sphere rectangular prism cylinder cone pyramid cube

Look at the Example. Then solve.

cylinder

1  Identify Which solid shape has no flat surfaces?

     

2  Analyze Which solid shape has exactly 5 vertices 
and 5 sides?
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sphere rectangular prism cylinder cone pyramid cube

3  Classify Which two solid shapes have the same 
number of edges and the same number of vertices?

                      

4  Analyze Describe a rectangular prism.

   flat surfaces

   edges

   vertices

5  Create Draw the flat shapes that make up the faces 
of this solid shape.
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